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Abstract: Spoken content retrieval refers to directly indexing and retrieving spoken content based on the audio rather
than text descriptions. This potentially eliminates the requirement of producing text descriptions for multimedia content
for indexing and retrieval purposes, and is able to precisely locate the exact time the desired information appears in the
multimedia. Spoken content retrieval has been very successfully achieved with the basic approach of cascading
automatic speech recognition with text information retrieval: after the spoken content is transcribed into text or lattice
format, a text retrieval engine searches over the ASR output to find desired information. Latent Dirichlet allocation
algorithm is used for clustering. It is a generative statistical model that allows sets of observations to be explained
by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar. Depends on automatic speech recognition
output the algorithm will perform clustering on that content and return the expected result. After converting audio to
text we apply LDA algorithm for clustering the input data.
Keywords: Spoken content retrieval, spoken term detection, query by example, semantic retrieval, joint optimization,
pseudo-relevance feedback, graph-based random walk, unsupervised acoustic pattern discovery, query expansion,
interactive retrieval, summarization, key term extraction.
significant advances by primarily cascading ASR output
I. INTRODUCTION
with text information retrieval techniques [6-8]. With this
Today the Internet has become an everyday part of human approach, the spoken content is first converted into word
life. Internet content is indexed, retrieved, searched, and sequences or lattices via ASR. In order to cope with ASR
browsed primarily based on text, and the success of these errors, lattices have been used to represent the spoken
capabilities has not only changed our lives, but generated a content instead of a single word sequence [9]–[13], and
very successful global industry in Internet-based content sub word-based techniques have been used to some extent
and services. Although multimedia Internet content is to address the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem [14–18].
growing rapidly, with shared videos, social media, For a subsequent user query (represented by lattices if
broadcasts, etc., as of today, it still tends to be processed spoken [8]), the text retrieval engine searches over the
primarily based on the textual descriptions of the content ASR output, and returns the relevant spoken content. After
offered by the multimedia providers. As automatic speech converting audio to text we apply LDA algorithm for
recognition (ASR) technologies continue to advance, it is clustering the input data. It is a generative statistical
reasonable to believe that speech and text offerings will model that allows sets of observations to be explained
eventually be symmetric, since they are alternative by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the
representations of human language, in the spoken and data are similar. For example, if observations are words
written form, respectively, and the transformation between collected into documents, it posits that each document is a
the two should be direct and straightforward. With this mixture of a small number of topics and that each word's
perspective, spoken content retrieval, or indexing and creation is attributable to one of the document's topics.
retrieving multimedia content from its spoken part, is an LDA is an example of a topic model and was first
important key to easier browsing and retrieving of presented as a graphical model for topic discovery [19-20].
multimedia content in the future. In cases where the
II. RELATED WORK
essence of the multimedia content is captured by its audio,
especially for broadcast programs, lectures, meetings, etc., In this area, initially specify the notations utilized in this
indexing and retrieving the content based on the spoken paper, examine some safe primitives utilized in our secure
part not only eliminates the extra requirements of de duplication. Lin-shan Lee [1] that Spoken content
producing the text description for indexing purposes, but
retrieval refers to directly indexing and retrieving spoken
can precisely locate the exact time when the desired content based on the audio rather than text descriptions.
information appears in the multimedia. The basic scenario This potentially eliminates the requirement of producing
for spoken content retrieval is therefore the following: text descriptions for multimedia content for indexing and
when the user enters a query, which can be either in retrieval purposes, and is able to precisely locate the exact
textual or spoken form, the system is expected to search time the desired information appears in the multimedia.
over the spoken content and return relevant hits, possibly Spoken content retrieval has been very successfully
including the corresponding multimedia (e.g., video). In achieved with the basic approach of cascading automatic
recent years, spoken content retrieval has achieved speech recognition (ASR) with text information retrieval:
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after the spoken content is transcribed into text or lattice
format, a text retrieval engine searches over the ASR
output to find desired information. This framework works
well when the ASR accuracy is relatively high, but
becomes less adequate when more challenging real-world
scenarios are considered, since retrieval performance
depends heavily on ASR accuracy. The basic Framework
of cascading ASR with text retrieval in order to have
retrieval performances that is less dependent on ASR
accuracy. The emergence of another approach to spoken
content retrieval: to go beyond the basic framework of
cascading ASR with text retrieval in order to have retrieval
performances that are less dependent on ASR accuracy.
C. Chelba, T. Hazen, and M. Saraclar in [2] has
proposed that Ever-increasing computing power and
connectivity bandwidth, together with falling storage
costs, are resulting in an overwhelming amount of data of
various types being produced, exchanged, and stored.
Consequently, information search and retrieval has
emerged as a key application area. Text-based search is
the most active area, with applications that range from
Web and local network search to searching for personal
information residing on one's own hard-drive. Speech
search has received less attention perhaps because large
collections of spoken material have previously not been
available. However, with cheaper storage and increased
broadband access, there has been a subsequent increase in
the availability of online spoken audio content such as
news broadcasts, podcasts, and academic lectures. A
variety of personal and commercial uses also exist. As
data availability increases, the lack of adequate technology
for processing spoken documents becomes the limiting
factor to large-scale access to spoken content. In this
article, we strive to discuss the technical issues involved in
the development of information retrieval systems for
spoken audio documents, concentrating on the issue of
handling the error-ful or incomplete output provided by
ASR systems. We focus on the usage case where a user
enters search terms into a search engine and is returned a
collection of spoken document hits. This makes automatic
approaches for indexing and searching spoken document
collections very desirable. An ideal system would simply
concatenate an automatic speech recognition (ASR)
system with a standard text indexing and retrieval system.
The speech recognition systems are not yet robust enough
to produce high quality transcriptions for unconstrained
speech audio in uncontrolled recording environments.
M. Larson and G. J. F. Jones put forth the concept of
Speech media [3], that is, digital audio and video
containing spoken content has blossomed in recent years.
Large collections are accruing on the Internet as well as in
private and enterprise settings. This growth has motivated
extensive research on techniques and technologies that
facilitate reliable indexing and retrieval. Spoken content
retrieval (SCR) requires the combination of audio and
speech processing technologies with methods from
information retrieval (IR). SCR research initially
investigated planned speech structured in document-like
Copyright to IJARCCE

units, but has subsequently shifted focus to more informal
spoken content produced spontaneously, outside of the
studio and in conversational settings. This survey provides
an overview of the field of SCR encompassing component
technologies, the relationship of SCR to text IR and
automatic speech recognition and user interaction issues. It
is aimed at researchers with backgrounds in speech
technology or IR who are seeking deeper insight on how
these fields are integrated to support research and
development, thus addressing the core challenges of SCR.
It research initially investigated planned speech structured
in document-like units, but has subsequently shifted focus
to more informal spoken content produced spontaneously,
outside of the studio and in conversational settings.
Spoken content retrieval (SCR) requires the combination
of audio and speech processing technologies with methods
from information retrieval.
L.-s. Lee and B. Chen explained the concept in [4]
that the retrieval can be performed based on the full
content, the summaries/titles/topic labels, or both. The
input spoken document length is too short. Maximum size
of file can be uploaded. Spoken documents (or associated
multimedia content) are in fact better understood and
reorganized in a way that retrieval/browsing can be
performed easily. For example, they are now in the form
of short paragraphs, properly organized in some
hierarchical visual presentation with titles/summaries/topic
labels as references for retrieval and browsing. The
retrieval can be performed based on the full content, the
summaries/titles/topic labels, or both. In this article, this is
referred to as spoken document understanding and
organization for efficient retrieval/browsing applications.
The purpose of this article is to present a concise,
comprehensive, and integrated overview of related areas in
a unified context of spoken document understanding and
organization for efficient retrieval/browsing applications.
In addition, we present an initial prototype system we
developed at National Taiwan University as a new
example of integrating the various technologies and
functionalities.
M. Saraclar made a study on the recent work on
spoken document retrieval in [5] has suggested that it is
adequate to take the single best output of ASR, and
perform text retrieval on this output. This is reasonable
enough for the task of retrieving broadcast news stories,
where word error rates are relatively low, and the stories
are long enough to contain much redundancy. But it is
patently not reasonable if one’s task is to retrieve a short
snippet of speech in a domain where WER’s can be as
high as 50%; such would be the situation with
teleconference speech, where one’s task is to find if and
when a participant uttered a certain phrase. In this paper
we propose an indexing procedure for spoken utterance
retrieval that works on lattices rather than just single-best
text. We demonstrate that this procedure can improve F
scores by over five points compared to single best retrieval
on tasks with poor WER and low redundancy. The
representation is flexible so that we can represent both
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word lattices, as well as phone lattices, the latter being
important for improving performance when searching for
phrases containing OOV words. Recent work on spoken
document retrieval has suggested that it is adequate to take
the single best output of ASR, and perform text retrieval
on this output. It is patently not reasonable if one’s task is
to retrieve a short snippet of speech in a domain where
WER’s can be as high. An easy way to comply with the
conference paper formatting requirements is to use this
document as a template and simply type your text into it.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH FRAMEWORK AND DESIGN
We have proposed a system in which the output retrieved
from the ASR is taken as a input by the LDA algorithm
and applying the algorithm the output is derived in the text
format. The output derived is the analysis output extracted
from the audio file [21-25]. The architecture of the
proposed system is shown in the diagram below.
A.

Architecture

Retrieval-oriented Acoustic Modeling under Relevance
Feedback Scenario: Relevance feedback well used in text
retrieval is useful to integrate the ASR and retrieval
modules as a whole and optimize the overall retrieval
performance, rather than considering them as two
cascaded independent components. When a query is
entered by the user, the system offers a ranked list of
retrieved objects to the user. Because the scores used for
ranking the objects depend on the acoustic models, the
objects below item 3 not yet viewed by the user can thus
be re-ranked[26,27,28,29]. In this way, the acoustic
models can be “adapted locally” considering the specific
query and the corresponding feedback entered by the
individual user, resulting in “query-specific” acoustic
models, to be used for the unlimited number of acoustic
conditions for the spoken content. An interactive retrieval
process incorporating user actions may produce better
retrieval results and user experiences. The LDA algorithm
is used for clustering. Depends on ASR output the LDA
will perform clustering on that content and return the
expected result. After converting audio to text we apply
LDA algorithm for clustering the input data [30,31].

B. Proposed Work
Retrieval-Oriented Language Modeling
In keyword spotting, it was found that boosting the
probabilities of n-grams including query terms by
repeating the sentences including the query terms in the
language model. Robust Automatic Transcription of
Speech (RATS) program and the NIST OpenKWS13
Evaluation. Similar concept was also used in neural
network based language models (NNLM), who’s input is a
history word sequence represented by a feature vector, and
the output is the probability distribution over the words
[32].
Retrieval-Oriented Decoding.
It has been proposed that the search with OOV queries can
be achieved in two steps. In this framework, each
utterance has a word-based and a sub word-based lattices.
When an OOV query is entered, in the first step, a set of
utterances which possibly contain the OOV query is
obtained by searching over the sub word-based lattices.
Retrieval-Oriented Confusion Models Some effort has
been made to model the occurrence of the recognition
errors in a systematic way, referred to as confusion models
here, and to try to optimize such models to have better
retrieval performance [33]. There can be at least three
ways to achieve this goal: Query transformation (to
transform the word or sub word sequence of each query
into the sequences that the query tends to be misrecognized to, and the new set of sequences are used to
retrieve the lattices), Spoken Content transformation (to
transform the recognition output for the spoken content
instead of the query), and Fuzzy match (defining a distance
between different word or sub word sequences, and the
lattices containing word or sub word sequences
sufficiently close to the query being retrieved). An
interactive retrieval process incorporating user actions
may produce better retrieval results and user experiences.
The LDA algorithm is used for clustering. Depends on
ASR output the LDA will perform clustering on that
content and return the expected result. After converting
audio to text we apply LDA algorithm for clustering. [3435].

Fig. 1 Architecture of proposed system
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IV.

METHODOLOGY

An overview of the system is presented in Fig.1. For an
input audio sample, the following steps are followed:
Input:
A – Audio
Steps:
1. User will give voice (Audio) to system. Apply
signal processing on the audio file for noise
elimination.
2. Apply language model, lattices and perform the
lexicon analysis. These are implemented by
ASR..
3. Recognize the output provided by the ASR. The
text Retrieval Engine retrieves the text.
4. Apply LDA algorithm. The algorithm runs in
following separate steps
1) Calculate TF and IDF:
2) TF =Term Frequency
3) IDF= Inverse Document Frequency
4) TF(t) = (Number of times term t
appears in a document) / (Total number
of terms in the document)
5) IDF(t) = log_e(Total number of
documents / Number of documents
with term t in it).
6) Value = TF * IDF
5. The expected result will be displayed to end user
as per user input query.

Sr.No

Audio
Samples

derived output is “Java simple dot net”. This is improper
statement. Hence future scope is to get the proper output.
In S2 the input is related to the market conversation. And
the derived output is quiet similar to the expected output
but is grammatically not corrected. In S3 the conversation
is taken from the garment shop where the lady is buying
the cloths and she is comparing the cloths and the output is
driven by making the comparison between the types of the
cloths. Finally in S4 conversation is between the Owner
and the Employee where the owner is asking the employee
to do his job quickly. And the employee is ready to submit
the job by today.
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Audio input

Student 1: My project topic is on java. Student 2:
My project topic is on dot net language.
1.
S1
Student 1: Is java simple?
Student 2: Yes it is simple. Dot net is tough
language.
IV. DATABASE A
ND R
ESULT
Man:
How
much is the cost of potatoes. Women:
2. Information
S2
Sir, it is 40 Rs. Per kg.
A. Database
Man: It seems
costlier
yesterday.
In order to evaluate the text extraction
process
fromthan
audio,
Women: It was 45 Rs. yesterday.
at least, 10 videos are used to train and store in database.
Girl: What type of garment is this?
In the presented
scenario,
the
is before
3.
S3
Man:testing
This is audio
cotton cloth.
trained so that the presented tests
previously
include
someThe cotton cloths are
Girl: I want a synthetic cloth.
audio description to get the best
result.
costlier.
Man: Here it is synthetic.
Girl: It is nice than the cotton.
B. Results and Discussion
Man: Bye this madam as is it beautiful.
Owner:
u do
your
job? of
Some likely results are predicted
usingDid
any
long
length
Employee:
sir, it is
is taken
incomplete.
audios as4.shown in theS4
table given
below.No
Audio
Owner: When it will be completed?
near about 40 seconds.
Employee: It will be completed today.
In the above table
the results are being
Owner: Do it fast as our customers are waiting for
derived by taking the audio file
as
input.
In the s1 there is
reply.
a conversation of two students
speaking
the be
topic
Employee:
Yesabout
sir it will
done today.

Time in M.S.
Time in M.S
Time M.S.

SIZE
(KB)

Actual
output

Expected
Output

10

Java
simple dot
net

Java is simple
than dot net.

10

Potatoes
costlier

The potatoes
are costlier
today.

12

Cotton
costlier
synthetic
beautiful

Synthetic
cloths are
beautiful and
cotton cloths
are costlier.

14

Incomplet
e job
complete
today

Employee will
complete his
job today.

java and the expected output is that the java language is
Fig. 2 Result table
simple to understand than the dot net language. Here the
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[10]

V. GRAPH

In this section, time require to process audio depend on [11]
size of audio is shown. Time requires for Hierarchical,
Iteration and LDA audio extraction is given in the graph. [12]
As compare to Hierarchical and Iteration the LDA
algorithm takes less time. Hence LDA algorithm is better [13]
among hierarchical and iteration algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
Many advanced application tasks of spoken language
processing were solved by cascading a set of modules in
early stages of developments. Take the spoken dialogue
system as an example, which was actually built in early
years by cascading ASR, natural language understanding,
dialogue management, natural language generation and
TTS. Today the spoken dialogue is already a full-fledged
independent area far beyond the above cascading
framework. Good examples include the dialogue managers
based on Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
taking the uncertainty of ASR and spoken language
understanding into considerations, and learning the policy
of dialogue manager and natural language generator
jointly. These novel techniques beyond the cascading
framework have turned the pages of the research and
development of spoken dialogues. Another example is
speech translation, in which jointly optimizing the ASR
module and its downstream text processing module is also
considered as a major trend. We believe similar
developments may be experienced in spoken content
retrieval in the future. Cascading ASR with text retrieval
has been very successful in this area, but inevitably
becomes less adequate for more challenging real-world
tasks.
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